Introduction
The developing information systems and technologies require new automated and intellectual software systems such as ACS (Automated Control System), ADPS (Automated Data Processing System), APCS (Automated Process Control Systems) and DSS (Decision Support Systems) [1] . Currently, there are many approaches to data processing and data representation. It should be noted that mivar-based approach becomes increasingly popular. This approach processes large volumes of data in real time, which allows us to describe various subject domains
The axes «V», «S», «O» are presented in fig. 1 [6] . These sets are independent. The mivar space can be represented by the following tuple:
<V, S, O>
fig. 1. Mivar information space
The point with certain coordinates corresponds to each relation attribute value in multidimensional space. Relations connect elements of the space. The set of all multidimensional space points corresponds to the data model. The structure of the model in mivar approach is defined by space points that store corresponding relation attribute values. Mivar network can be represented in the form of a bipartite graph [5] [6] .
One of basic concepts of the proposed mivar-based approach is the concept of mivar network [6] . Generally, mivar network provides formalization and representation of human knowledge in the form of connected multidimensional space. That is, mivar network is a method of representing a piece of mivar space information in the form of a bipartite directed graph. The mivar space information is formed by objects and connections between them, which in total represent the data model of the subject domain, moreover, connections include rules for objects processing. Thus, mivar network of subject domain is a part of mivar space knowledge in this domain.
Mivar networks can be represented in the form of a bipartite graph consisting of objects-variables and rules-procedures. First, two lists are made which form two nonintersecting partitions of the graph: the list of objects and the list of rules. Objects are denoted by circles. Each rule in mivar network is extension of productions, hyper rules with multi-activators. It is proved that from the perspective of their further processing, all these formalisms are identical and in fact they are nodes of the bipartite graph which are denoted by rectangles [12] .
Parameters and classes in mivar space
Parameter is a single terminal object that has meaning on this abstraction level. The length of the side AB of the triangle ABC can be used as an example. Parameter is a leaf in the element hierarchy tree in the model. Parameter can be connected with only one internal node (class) [1] .
Class is an internal node of the hierarchy tree. Class has no meaning and can contain other internal nodes (other classes) or/and leaves (parameters). For example, class can be a "triangle" that stores parameters of the sides and angles. Class can be a "division", which can contain not only its parameters (name, list number, location, etc.), as well as other classes, for example, rotas. The introduction of classes allows us to simplify description of the model containing several objects of the same type. The user does not have to enter all the information again and search for parameters in the whole model. It is sufficient to copy and enter a new instance. One more difference between class and parameter is that class can contain the list of internal rules of the class.
Internal rule of the class is a rule enabling only parameters that are descendants for a particular class. For example, internal rule for a triangle will be "angle C =180 -angle B" since all these angles are descendant parameters of the class "triangle". Introduction of internal class rules allows us to simplify development of similar objects according to the pattern, as internal rules will be automatically generated for a new class instance. Except for this, they do not differ from simple rules.
Relations in mivar space
Relations are a renewed element of mivar space. Relation describes interconnection between abstract variables. For example, "a=b-c" is an abstract subtraction formula. Relation stores its type, the list of input variables and the list of output variables, types of used variables and description.
Relations can be as follows:
1. Mathematical. A simple formula "a=b-c" can be an example; 2. Conditional. For example, "if y is 10, then x is 14, else x is 7"; 3. Programmable. Software code with its inputs and outputs can be used as an example. 4. String. For example, "loves", "connected". 5. System. "The part-the whole". 6. Location. For example, "over", "right", etc. The rule contains the link to the relation and connects particular objects from the model. It is designed to simplify description of subject domains and repeated use of the same even complex programmable properties. For example, we have a mathematical relation with the formula "a=b-c". It can denote account balance after paying something, as well as the number of apples, if we had 10 apples and gave one to somebody.
Rules contain at least: 1. The list of input variables; 2. The list of output variables; 3. Relation identifier.
It should be noted that the mivar constraints mechanism has been proposed, which allows us to transmit information about the real world more accurately and track its change. Due to constraints it is possible to signal any emergency in Automated Process Control Systems or indicate wrong input data [1] .
Description of model design in the system Wi!mi
There is special Wi!Mi software, which allows us to represent all the data in the form of the mivar semantic graph VSO [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Using the Wi!Mi software, the user can design a model of his subject domain, which will be a logical kernel for a particular modelling task.
When designing a model in the Wi!Mi system, each object should have the following properties:
• • It should have one or several characteristics that either belong to the object or they are inherited through connection (using object-oriented approach). It is also necessary to designate the object from which inheritance is implemented.
• It can be located on a certain level in the hierarchy (using object-oriented approach) • It can have any number of connections with other objects of the model. Thus, the following conclusion can be drawn: Wi!Mi platform is a convenient designer for describing logical rules of any subject domains. The user is only required to set parameters for a particular subject domain.
Designing algorithms for solving physics problems.
As an experiment in testing capabilities of Wi!Mi software, the model has been designed, which allows us to solve physics problems from the year 8 school course. To carry out the experiment a new version of software product Wi!Mi 2.1 was used. Structurally the model consists of three subclasses corresponding to the subject matter of the problems being solved:
• Thermal phenomena; • Electrical and electromagnetic phenomena; • Optical phenomena.
The subclass "Thermal phenomena"
The subclass "Thermal phenomena" is used to solve problems related to change in body temperature and interrelated processes. This subclass in described in the table 1. Let us solve the following problem: Determine the COP of tractor engine that required 1,5 kg of fuel with specific heat of combustion 4,2•107 to perform work of 1,89•107 J.
Enter the corresponding numbers into the fields "Values" (fig. 2) .
fig. 2. Fields with corresponding numbers in the subclass "Thermal phenomena"
Next, click on the checkbox "Find" in the row with the required parameter. In this case this parameters is "COP" as it is required to find this parameters according to the problem statement.
After clicking on the "Run" button, the Wi!Mi 2.1 software will implement the calculation. The corresponding parameters will acquire given values (they will be highlighted in red) ( fig. 3):   fig. 3 . The result of the calculation in the subclass "Thermal phenomena"
fig. 4. Algorithm for finding COP parameter in the form of the graph
The corresponding output will appear in the tab "Console":
Step № 0 Rule description: The calculation of the work done during combustion (A done = mq) Input parameters: m=1.5; q=42000000; Formula: y=a*b Result: A done=63000000;
Step № 1 Rule description: The calculation of COP using the known work (n=А useful/А done*100) Input parameters: А useful=18900000; А done=63000000; Formula: y=100*a/b Result: COP=30; fig. 4 represents the result of the calcultion in the form of a graph. The obtained result corresponds to analytical solution:
The subclass "Electrical and electromagnetic phenomena"
The subclass "Electrical and electromagnetic phenomena" is used to solve problems associated with concepts of current intensity, voltage, resistance. This subclass is described in the table 2. Let us solve the following problem:
The current intensity in the iron conductor with the length of 150 mm and cross-sectional area of 0,02 mm2 is 250 mA. What is the voltage at the ends of the conductor, if specific resistance of iron is 0,098 ohm•mm2/m. Enter the corresponding numbers into the fields "Values" (fig. 5).   fig. 5 . Fields with corresponding numbers in the subclass "Electrical and electromagnetic phenomena"
Next, click on the checkbox "Find" in the row with the required parameter. In this case this parameters is "U"(voltage) as it is required to find this parameters according to the problem statement.
After clicking on the "Run" button, Wi!Mi 2.1 software will implement the calculation. The corresponding parameters will acquire given values (they will be highlighted in red) ( fig. 6):   fig. 6 . The result of the calculation in the subclass "Electrical and electromagnetic phenomena"
Step # 0 Rule description: The calculation of resistance using the known parameters of the conductor (R=ro*dl/s) Input parameters: ρ=0.098; dl=0.15; s=0.02; Formula: y=a*b/c Result: R=0.735;
Step # 1 Rule description: The calculation of voltage using Ohm's law (U=IR) Input parameters: I=0.25; R=0.735; Formula: y=a*b Result: U=0.18375;
represents the result of the calculation in the form of a graph.
fig. 7. Algorithm for finding U parameter (voltage) in the form of a graph
The obtained result corresponds to analytical solution:
4.3. The subclass "Optical phenomena" The subclass "Optical phenomena" is used to solve problems related to the calculation of lens parameters. This subclass is described in the table 3. Let us solve the following problem: The distance from an object to the thin lens is 5 m, the distance from the lens to the image is 20 m. Determine the focus of the lens and its optical power.
Enter the corresponding numbers into the fields "Values" (fig. 8). fig. 8. Fields with corresponding numbers in the subclass "Optical phenomena"
Next, click on the checkbox "Find" in the row with the required parameter. In this case this parameters is "D"(optical power) and "F" (focal length) (as it is required to find this parameters according to the problem statement.
After clicking on the "Run" button, Wi!Mi 2.1 software will implement the calculation. The corresponding parameters will acquire given values (they will be highlighted in red) ( fig. 9):   fig. 9 . The result of the calculation in the subclass "Optical phenomena"
Step # 0 Rule description: The calculation of focal length using known distances to the lens (F=df/(d+f)) Input parameters: d=5; f=20; Formula: y=a*b/(a+b)
Step # 1 Rule description: The calculation of optical power using the known distances to the lens (D=(d+f)/df) Input parameters: d=5; f=20; Formula: y=(a+b)/a/b Result: D=0.25; ------------------------------------ fig. 10 represents the result in the form of a graph. The obtained result corresponds to analytical solution:
5. conclusions Mivar-based logical inference method is universal. It can be used not only for writing simple subject domains, but also for solving complex multi-level tasks. [1] . Mivar-based approach is applied to simulation modelling. Research has been carried out, which has proved the prospect of combining mivar logical kernel and simulation modelling system [16] . Such synthesis will allow us to model behavior of objects of considered subject domain, which will allow us to test algorithms in different set conditions virtually.
The mivar theory has been considered and described in the paper. The concepts of parameters, relations and classes have been addressed. The paper also describes the process of algorithm construction for solving physics problems from the year 8 school course in Russia on the basis of software product Wi!Mi 2.1. Thus, the paper proves the value of using mivar-based method for designing expert systems.
